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Abstract—Both politicians and citizens are increasingly em-
bracing social media as a means to disseminate information
and comment on various topics, particularly during significant
political events, such as elections. Such commentary during
elections is also of interest to social scientists and pollsters. To
facilitate the study of social media during elections, there is a
need to automatically identify posts that are topically related to
those elections. However, current studies have focused on elections
within English-speaking regions, and hence the resultant election
content classifiers are only applicable for elections in countries
where the predominant language is English. On the other hand,
as social media is becoming more prevalent worldwide, there is
an increasing need for election classifiers that can be generalised
across different languages, without building a training dataset
for each election. In this paper, based upon transfer learning,
we study the development of effective and reusable election
classifiers for use on social media across multiple languages. We
combine transfer learning with different classifiers such as Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) and state-of-the-art Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN), which make use of word embedding
representations for each social media post. We generalise the
learned classifier models for cross-language classification by
using a linear translation approach to map the word embedding
vectors from one language into another. Experiments conducted
over two election datasets in different languages show that
without using any training data from the target language, linear
translations outperform a classical transfer learning approach,
namely Transfer Component Analysis (TCA), by 80% in recall
and 25% in F1 measure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media platforms, such as Twitter, have been widely
used in reporting news and events, including a diverse range
of political insights and commentary [1], [2]. Therefore, social
scientists are interested in mining social media data to study
public opinions, election topics, electoral malpractice and
violence [3], [4]. For example, social scientists can monitor
electoral violence from related Twitter posts published by
news agents or citizens in real-time. However, due to the
large numbers of tweets, it is important to deploy automatic
supervised approaches to identify tweets about each election.

In general, traditional machine learning approaches assume,
in classification tasks, that the domains (e.g. movie reviews)
of the training and test sets are identical [5]. However, in
practice, elections around the world are often reported and
discussed in different languages since the official or de facto
languages differ between countries. For example, a classifier
trained on social media posts concerning the Venezuela
election (in Spanish) may not be effective when applied
to posts from the Philippines election (mostly in English),
because the main languages used in these two countries are
different. Although individual classifiers can be trained for
each independent election, it is time-consuming to create
numerous well-designed training/test collections, due to the
necessary and expensive human labelling efforts. Moreover,
political scientists are interested in monitoring emerging topics
during the lead-up to an election. However, representative
data collection may not be available from the start of that
election. Therefore, it would be beneficial if we could transfer
an existing election classifier trained for a language A, and
adapt it for use on a new election in a different language B.

Transfer learning techniques are a means to bridge the
feature gap when changing the domain of classification.
For instance, transfer learning approaches have been used
previously for generalising classifier training examples
into other languages [6]. Meanwhile, recent advances in
neural network learning now allow for word embeddings
to be learned, enabling the more effective modelling of
relations between words [7]. In particular, cross-lingual
word embeddings [8]–[10] can be learned from multi-
lingual corpora for tasks such as cross-language sentiment
classification. Alternatively, Mikolov et al. [11] proposed a
linear translation approach based on the observations that
similar words in different languages have similar geometric
arrangements in word embedding spaces. Therefore, for a
classification task, word embeddings can potentially be used
to bridge the feature gap caused by languages.

However, the best practices when combining transfer learn-
ing and word embeddings are not yet well understood. There
are a series of experimental factors that can affect the gener-
alization of the resultant model, such as the pre-processing
steps applied to the posts, the translation matrix learned,
and the transfer learning approach used. Hence, as a step
towards better understanding of how to build cross-lingual
classification models, in this paper we study approaches that
combine transfer learning with word embeddings for the task
of identifying election-related content on social media.
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The contributions of this paper are three-fold. First, we
show that when working with Twitter data, applying text
preprocessing (e.g. replacing the Twitter handles and hashtags
with the generalization words “mention” and “hashtag”) leads
to more generalizable models. Second, when learning the word
embeddings translation matrix, we show that there is little
gain to be found by integrating a larger size of translation
corpus with the pre-trained word embedding models. Finally,
our results show that for performing transfer learning, using
linear translations outperforms the popular Transfer Compo-
nent Analysis approach when applied to convolutional neural
networks (CNN) and support vector machines (SVM).

In the remainder of this paper, we briefly discuss the related
work in Section II. The linear translation approach we used
to transform word embedding vectors between different lan-
guages is introduced in Section III. We define our experimental
setup in Section IV and describe our experimental results in
Section V. Concluding remarks are provided in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly introduce recent and related work
in the areas of text classification, word embeddings, cross-
language classification, as well as discuss how they relate to
the study presented in this paper.
Text Classification: Supervised text classification involves
training a model for distinguishing documents (e.g. tweets)
into different categories based on the features of those doc-
uments. In particular, a supervised learning algorithm takes
an input as series of <feature-vector,class> pairs (known
as instances). One goal of the learning algorithm is to find
a combination of the features that results in predicting the
correct class with as little error as possible. A variety of
learning algorithms have been proposed in the literature, such
as linear regression, J48 trees and support vector machines
(SVM). However, one of the most recent effective algorithms
is based upon Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [12],
[13]. Leveraging the convolution operation, important features
can be learned from the labelled dataset by sliding filters
over the feature vectors of each instance. A regularization
technique, namely dropout, is often applied to CNN to only
keep a neuron active with some probability p during train-
ing [12]. CNN has shown its effectiveness in different Twitter
classification tasks [14]–[16]. As such, in this paper, we use
CNN to learn tweet classification models in addition to SVM.
Word Embeddings: In most text classification tasks, the
presence of terms within the document are used as features.
However, word embeddings have emerged as an effective
alternative representation to using classical TF-IDF vector
representations, for example in Twitter sentiment classification
tasks [14], [15], [17]. Word embedding is a technique for
learning word vector representations of text from a shallow
neural network using a background corpus [7], [18], [19].
Each word vector represents the geometric location of a
corresponding word in the embedding space and similar words
are close to each other in that space. Word embeddings
have become popular as text representation, since the vectors
can group semantically (rather than textually) similar words

using similarity metrics (e.g. cosine similarity) [7]. However,
word embeddings trained by a mono-lingual corpus cannot be
directly adapted to a multi-language classification task.
Multi-Lingual Embeddings: A word embedding is trained
on a corpus of documents, normally in a single language.
However, some recent works have examined training word em-
beddings for multi-lingual settings [8]–[10]. These approaches
typically involve training a multi-lingual word embedding
to capture the vocabulary similarities between different lan-
guages. For example, Chandar et al. [8] proposed an au-
toencoder approach to train a cross-lingual word embedding
using sentence-aligned corpora containing documents in two
languages. Another approach is proposed to learn bi-lingual or
multi-lingual word embeddings using matrix factorisation [20].
However, such approaches often require the learning of new
word embeddings from large parallel corpora. Hence, it is
a time-consuming task that relies on large and good quality
parallel corpora that are often not available for social media
data. Besides, such approaches cannot reuse existing mono-
lingual word embedding models that are publicly available.
Linear Translation Matrix: Different from learning multi-
lingual embeddings to bridge the language gap, Mikolov et
al. [11] proposed to learn a linear translation matrix to map
from the embedding space of one language to that of an-
other. This is motivated by the observed correlations between
languages in word embedding spaces. Based on a translation
corpus containing word alignments, such an approach has been
studied by Mikolov et al. [11] in a machine translation task to
retrieve the translations of a given word in another language.
Mikolov et al. [11] showed that a promising accuracy is
achieved despite its simplicity based on the study between
English, Spanish and Czech. Nevertheless, their work focuses
on the use of a linear translation in a machine translation task
by retrieving the relevant words in the embedding of another
language. How to use the linear translation approach in multi-
language classification tasks has not been studied. As such, in
this paper we adapt this approach to a multi-language Twitter
election classification task. Using our Venezuela and Philip-
pines election datasets, we thoroughly study the generalization
of classifiers together with the linear translation approach in
comparison to another transfer learning approach.

III. LINEAR TRANSLATION OF WORD EMBEDDINGS

By projecting vector representations of words in different
languages to low-dimensional spaces, Mikolov et al. [11]
observed that the word vectors of similar words in different
languages are related by a linear relationship. For example, the
English numbers “one” to “five” and their Spanish translations
have similar geometric arrangements in a low-dimensional
space. Therefore, Mikolov et al. [11] assumed that a linear
relationship exists between word embeddings in different
languages. We apply this approach to learn a linear mapping
from the embedding space of one language to that of another.

Suppose that xi is the n-dimensional vector representation
of word i in the source language and yi the n-dimensional
vector representation of its translation in the target language.
By preparing a set of such word pairs, the task is to learn a



TABLE I
QUERY TERMS USED TO RETRIEVE TWEETS AND STATISTICS OF THE LABELLED ELECTION DATASETS.

Dataset Keywords

Venezuela
7D,6DGanaChávez,AbajoALalzquierda,CuentaRegresiva

El6DGanaChaveze,ElCambioEstaEnLaEsquina,eleccionesAN
guachiman6d,laManitoNiDeVaina,MiQuerenciaEsVenezuela,SOSVzla

pasoloquepase,YoDefiendoMiRevolucion,VenezuelaQuiere,victoriaPerfecta

Philippines
PHVote,Halalan2016,PiliPinas2016,VotePH2016,PiliPinasDebates2016
RoxasRobredo,IVotePH,Elections2016,PHVoteDuterte,Eleksyon2016

MIRIAM2016,Binay,Poe, philippineelection2016
(a) Keywords used with the Twitter API to collect tweets related to each election

Dataset Query terms

Venezuela
eleccion,violencia,votar,pistola,armas,ametralladora,ataque

electora,muerto,miedo,muerte,asesinato,disparar,fraude
muere,delincuente,herido,agreden,asesinar,guachiman,protesta

Philippines

violence,attack,dead,fraud,assault,protest,intimidation,unrest,cheating
gunshot,racial,die,kill,threat,vote buying,murder,corrupt,election

terrorize,ambush,explosion,shoot,fire,harass,injure,burn,selling vote
(b) Query terms used on Terrier IR platform

Dataset Replacement # Words Election Non-Election Total

Venezuela (Spanish) NoRepl 9,904 2,274 3,473 5,747
Repl 7,945

Philippines (English) NoRepl 10,229 1,755 2,408 4,163
Repl 8,635

(c) Statistics of the annotated election datasets

n×n linear translation matrix W by optimising the following
problem:

min
W

n∑
i=1

||Wxi − yi||2, (1)

which can be solved with least squares or gradient descent.
Given a vector representation xi in the source language,

the predicted vector representation ŷi in the target language
is obtained by:

ŷi = Wxi (2)

In a machine translation task, Mikolov et al. [11] used the
predicted ŷi to retrieve its nearest neighbour in the embedding
space of the target language as the translation of xi.

However, in this paper, we use the predicted vector repre-
sentation ŷi directly without retrieving its nearest neighbour.
Therefore, a linear translation matrix W is used to transform
the vector representations between the English and Spanish
word embeddings. For example, in our election classification
task, when we apply a classifier learned from a Spanish dataset
to an English dataset, we firstly transform the vector represen-
tations of English words into the Spanish word embedding
space. Secondly, we apply the transformed representations
within the learned classifier. Since the learned translation
matrix W varies depending on the provided word pairs
(i.e. a translation corpus), this may affect the classification
performances of the CNN and SVM classifiers in our task and
thus we discuss the impact of the translation corpus further
with experimental results.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our experiments are structured around the general problem
of transferability using the translation matrix. In particular,

we study how learned classifiers (e.g. SVM and CNN) trans-
fer between our Venezuela and Philippines election datasets,
which are in different languages and correspond to different
election types. Moreover, we study how the translation corpus
affects the performance of the linear translation approach in
our task. By means of a number of experiments, we compare
the performance of the linear translation approach to another
classical transfer learning baseline. The remainder of this sec-
tion details our pre-trained word embeddings (Section IV-A),
the Venezuela and Philippines election datasets (Section IV-B),
the translation corpus used to learn the translation matrix W
(Section IV-C), the baselines (Section IV-D) and evaluation
metrics (Section IV-E).

A. Word embeddings

We train English word embeddings and Spanish word
embeddings from an English Twitter background corpus and
a Spanish Twitter background corpus respectively. We choose
Twitter corpus since when the type of corpus aligns with
the dataset, the trained word embedding model can have a
better word coverage on the dataset [16]. Both Twitter corpora
are randomly collected from the period of 01/11/2015 to
31/12/2015 using the Twitter API. Over 20M English tweets
are observed in the English Twitter corpus, while there are
only over 5M Spanish tweets in the Spanish Twitter corpus.
We apply stop-word removal and the Snowball stemmer for
the corresponding language to all tweets. There exists dif-
ferent approaches to train word embedding models, such as
Word2Vec [7], GloVe [21] and the approach proposed by
Collobert et al. [18]. However, the trained models from these
approaches are similar in terms of representing the word rela-
tionships. Therefore, we only train word embedding models
using Word2Vec (https://deeplearning4j.org/). After training,



TABLE II
STATISTICS OF THE SPLIT DATASETS USED IN TRAINING AND EVALUATION.

Source Ds Source Dv
s Target Do

t Target Du
t

#Pos #Neg #Pos #Neg #Pos #Neg #Pos #Neg
Venezuela ⇒ Philippines 1,441 2,236 833 1,237 1,579 2,167 176 241
Philippines ⇒ Venezuela 1,135 1,529 620 879 2,046 3,126 228 347

there are 608K+ unique words in the English word embedding
model, while 196K+ unique words occur in the Spanish word
embedding model. For the Word2Vec parameters, a context
window size W = 3 and a dimension size D = 500
are used, since such settings already have exhibited good
performances in a similar classification task [16]. For a word
not appearing in a word embedding, also known as out-of-
vocabulary (OOV), we simply initialise each dimension of
their vector representations with zero. Therefore, all OOV
words are treated as one word in the embedding space. We
do not randomly initialise the vectors for OOV [12] because
the randomness introduces noise when mapping such OOV
words to another embedding space.

B. Datasets
In order to collect Twitter posts that are topically re-

lated to the Venezuela and Philippines elections, we use
the Twitter API to collect posts that contain election-related
keywords/hashtags (shown in Table I(a)) within the period of
one month before and after the election dates. Over 7 million
tweets are collected for the Venezuela election, while over
1.8 million tweets are collected for the Philippines election.
Next, to permit human assessors to identify relevant (election-
related) tweets without having to judge millions of tweets, we
adopt a TREC-style pooling methodology [22]. In particular,
we allow assessors to suggest queries, in response to which an
IR system ranks the tweets each day, and k top-ranked tweets
are added to the pool of tweets to be assessed; Table I(b) shows
the query terms used. When ranking tweets, we use the Terrier
IR platform [23] and the DFReeKLIM [24] weighting model
that is designed for microblog retrieval. We select only the
top k = 7 ranked tweets per query term per day, because this
gives a tweet collection with reasonable size for our human
annotators. Since the query terms for an individual election
are picked by investigating related Twitter posts and newswire
reports, they vary from one election to another election. At
the final stage, the sampled tweets are labelled as: “Election-
related” or “Not Election-related” by 5 experts in politics.
Furthermore, for the Venezuela dataset, an agreement study
was conducted on 482 randomly sampled tweets that were
judged by all 5 assessors. We found a moderate agreement of
52% between all assessors using Cohen’s kappa.

Following the aforementioned sampling and judging proce-
dures, the Venezuela election dataset consists of 5,747 Spanish
tweets, which cover the 2015 Venezuela Parliamentary Elec-
tion. The second dataset covers the 2016 Philippines General
Election, and consists of 4,163 English tweets. For consistency,
we apply the same preprocessing, namely stop-word removal
and stemming (as used in training the word embeddings) to our
election datasets. As tweets often contain specific syntax such

as Twitter handles and hashtags, they make a trained classifier
specific to a particular event rather than generic to different
events. To compare whether such special syntax affects the
performance of the learned classifier, we build a variant of
our datasets (denoted Repl) by replacing Twitter handles and
hashtags with words “mention” and “hashtag”. The original set
of datasets is denoted as NoRepl. From the general statistics
shown in Table I(c), we observe that both the Venezuela and
Philippines election datasets are unbalanced. The positive class
(Election related) is the minority class in both datasets. In
Repl, the total number of unique words is reduced due to the
replacement of hashtags and Twitter handles.

Using the Venezuela and Philippines election datasets, we
consider two settings in this paper: “Venezuela (source domain
in Spanish) ⇒ Philippines (target domain in English)” and
“Philippines (source domain in English) ⇒ Venezuela (target
domain in Spanish)”. Following the training and evaluation
strategy used by Pan et al. [25] in cross-domain text classi-
fication, we split our datasets into different subsets for each
setting, as shown in Table II. We randomly sample 60% of
instances from the source domain as Ds and the remaining
40% in the source domain as validation set Dv

s . 90% of
instances from the target domain are sampled as the out-of-
sample Do

t that is used for evaluation; the remaining 10% in
the target domain is the unlabelled subset Du

t as required by
the transfer component analysis (TCA) baseline.

C. Translation corpus
In order to learn the linear translation matrix W, we

generate two translation corpora that provide word-level align-
ment between Spanish words and English words. The two
translation corpora are extracted from two different sources
(our Twitter election datasets and Wikipedia) respectively
and vary in size. Since the learned linear translation matrix
W varies according to the provided translation corpora, we
study whether the translation corpus affects the generalization
of classifiers. Word pairs in the smaller corpus (denoted as
ELECT) are only sampled from our Twitter election datasets
and translated using the Google translate service. After the
translation, we apply stemming to both the extracted words
and their translations. Then, the duplicate translation pairs are
removed. In particular, there are some stems shared by both
English and Spanish words in our datasets. Such shared stems
provide additional word-level alignments, which are helpful to
the linear translation approach. The second corpus (denoted as
ELECT+Wiki) covers both the ELECT and additional words
sampled and translated from a Spanish Wikipedia snapshot
dated 02/10/2015. We choose Wikipedia as the additional
source to extract translation pairs since Wikipedia articles are
better formatted compared to Twitter posts. By this means,



we can extract more valid words from Wikipedia articles
than that from Twitter posts. The Spanish Wikipedia dump
contains 1M+ documents and about 436K unique words. For
training purposes, all the Spanish-English word pairs that ap-
pear in the translation corpus must exist in our corresponding
word embeddings to avoid an OOV problem. After the same
preprocessing is used in training the word embeddings, the
ELECT+Wiki translation corpus consists of 9,410 Spanish-
English word pairs, while the ELECT corpus only consists
of 4,440 word pairs. The number of translation pairs covered
by ELECT+Wiki is more than twice as that of the ELECT
corpus. Hence, it allows us to study whether a larger translation
corpus can benefit the generalization of classifiers in the multi-
language Twitter classification task.

D. Baselines

In order to study the effectiveness of the linear translation,
we compare it to the following baselines:
TCA: Transfer component analysis (TCA) is a dimensionality
reduction-based transfer learning approach. In order to apply
TCA to our dataset using word embeddings, we represent a
tweet by averaging the word embedding vectors along each
dimension for all the words in the tweet [26]. Such tweet
representations allow us to run TCA without out-of-memory
errors that would be caused by kernel learning in TCA. We use
Ds and Du

t to learn the transfer matrix W, which is further
applied to transform the out-of-sample subset Do

t to the source
domain. Following the settings studied by Pan et al. [25], we
only preserve the first 30 dimensions of the transformed fea-
tures. The transformed source dataset D̂s is then used to train
the classifiers (e.g. CNN and SVM), while the transformed
out-of-sample dataset D̂o

t is used for evaluation.
NoLT: As a basic baseline that does not use transfer learning
(NoLT), we train the classifiers on Ds without using any
transfer learning approach and test it directly on Do

t .
Upper: As an upper bound on accuracy, we train the classifiers
using the target domain Du

t and test it also on the target
domain Do

t . Therefore, it gives the best performance we can
obtain on a single target domain dataset.
Random: This baseline makes random predictions to Do

t based
on the class distribution of the training dataset Ds.
Majority: This baseline classifies all the instances in Do

t as
the negative class, which is the majority class in our datasets.

E. Training, Hyper-parameters & Metrics

To make the results comparable, we apply all the
aforementioned approaches to the convolutional neural
networks (CNN) and support vector machines (SVM)
classifiers by keeping the settings for all the experiments.
For the CNN classifiers, we follow the settings suggested by
Kim [12], except that only one size filter m = 1 is used.
This different setting for the filter size allows the classifier
to capture significant features for each word vector, which
also yielded a better performance in our initial experiments
and compared to m = {3, 4, 5} of Kim [12]. For the SVM
classifier (http://scikit-learn.org), we set parameter c = 1. For
both CNN and SVM classifiers, tweets are converted into

vector representations by concatenating the corresponding
word embeddings vectors of all the words in a tweet. Due to
the variable length of tweets, short tweets are padded to the
length of the longest tweet using a special token as the OOV
words. To evaluate all of the approaches, we run 5 repetitions
for the same experiment due to the randomness in the CNN
setup and report the average precision, recall, F1 score and
balanced accuracy (i.e. the average accuracy on either class,
denoted as BAC) over the 5 repetitions.

In the following, we address three research questions:
• RQ1: “By applying text preprocessing to the datasets as

mentioned in Section IV-B, do the generalised datasets
improve the effectiveness of the linear translation ap-
proach?”

• RQ2: “Is an election-specific translation corpus more
effective than a larger translation corpus, when using the
linear translation approach?”

• RQ3: “Is the linear translation approach more effective
than other baseline approaches such as Transfer Compo-
nent Analysis (TCA)?”.

We will address RQ1 and RQ2 in Section V-A and address
RQ3 in Section V-B.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we first report our experimental results
of using the linear translation approach on: (1) Two dataset
variants, namely NoRepl and Repl; (2) Two translation cor-
pora ELECT and ELECT+Wiki that cover different sizes of
translation word pairs. Then we compare the linear translation
approach to baselines listed in Section IV-D.

A. Effect of translation corpus and Twitter handles & hashtags
in the linear translation

Compared to traditional text corpora such as Wikipedia, the
specific syntax of tweets (e.g. handles and hashtags) often
makes a trained classifier sensitive to a certain topic (i.e. a
hashtag is a strong indicator of a specific topic), and therefore
could affect the generalization of the classifier. To evaluate the
impact of the Twitter handles and hashtags in cross-election
classification, we compare the results of the two dataset
variants, namely NoRepl and Repl, which are introduced
in Section IV-B. In addition, we also study the effect of the
size of translation corpus. Using various translation matrices
W that are learned from two translation corpora ELECT and
ELECT+Wiki, we translate the word representations from
the embedding space of one language to that of another. For
example, in Venezuela ⇒ Philippines (denoted as V ⇒ P),
we aim to train a classifier on the Venezuela election dataset
(in Spanish) and test the classifier on the Philippines election
dataset (in English). Since the classifier is trained using the
Spanish word embeddings, we have to map our English words
in the Philippines dataset to the Spanish word embeddings
space using Eq. (2). In this way, we firstly transform the
vector representations of the English tweets in the Philippines
dataset and then apply the classifier to classify the transformed
instances. The classification results of using various translation
corpora are shown in Table III, where the first two columns



TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF USING VARIOUS TRANSLATION CORPORA. BEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD. † INDICATES THE RESULT IS

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT COMPARED TO THE CORRESPONDING NOREPL USING THE SAME TRANSLATION CORPUS.

Task Replacement Translation corpus Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 Score (%)

NoRepl
ELECT 48.7 46.9 46.7

Venezuela ⇒ Philippines ELECT+Wiki 48.7 42.4 43.5
(V ⇒ P)

Repl
†ELECT 50.3 58.6 54.1

†ELECT+Wiki 49.1 60.6 54.0

NoRepl
ELECT 57.4 51.4 54.2

Philippines ⇒ Venezuela ELECT+Wiki 57.9 49.6 53.2
(P ⇒ V)

Repl
†ELECT 55.9 60.8 58.2

†ELECT+Wiki 54.7 56.4 55.5
(a) Results of CNN classifiers

Task Replacement Translation corpus Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 Score (%)

NoRepl
ELECT 56.8 28.8 38.2

Venezuela ⇒ Philippines ELECT+Wiki 52.0 20.6 29.5
(V ⇒ P)

Repl
ELECT 57.0 36.3 44.3

†ELECT+Wiki 55.4 31.9 40.5

NoRepl
ELECT 52.4 55.5 54.0

Philippines ⇒ Venezuela ELECT+Wiki 54.9 48.3 51.4
(P ⇒ V)

Repl
†ELECT 49.8 67.6 57.4

†ELECT+Wiki 49.0 66.0 56.2
(b) Results of SVM classifiers

show the cross-election tasks and the datasets used. By varying
the translation corpus, we report three metrics (precision, recall
and F1) for the classification performances using the dataset
variants NoRepl and Repl.

As shown in Table III, we list classification results of
both CNN classifiers (Table III(a)) and SVM classifiers (Ta-
ble III(b)). For both tasks of V ⇒ P and P ⇒ V, the classifi-
cation performances when using the Repl dataset outperform
those achieved with the NoRepl dataset. In particular, by
conducting McNemar’s test [27], the CNN classifiers using
the dataset Repl and translation corpus ELECT achieved
significant improvements for V ⇒ P and P ⇒ V compared
to the classifiers using dataset NoRepl and translation corpus
ELECT. For the SVM classifiers, the use of Repl and
ELECT also achieved a statistically significant improvement
for the task P ⇒ V compared to the SVM classifiers using
NoRepl and ELECT. In short, this means that the perfor-
mance difference between Repl and NoRepl is considered
to be statistically significant for both tasks, and hence, for
RQ1, we find that text preprocessing does result in increased
effectiveness when using the linear translation approach.

Furthermore, we show that this approach can be adapted to
different classifiers. In Table III, a similar trend is observed
that the replacement Repl improves recall and yields better
F1 scores for both the SVM and CNN classifiers. For example,
Table III(a) shows that for the CNN classifiers, recall and F1
are improved for the task V⇒ P by 16% when the translation
corpus ELECT is used. In the P ⇒ V task, although there
is a slight drop in precision when Repl and ELECT are
used, the recall and F1 scores are improved by 18% and 7%,
respectively. The result shows that, by replacing the Twitter
handles and hashtags with the general words “mention” and
“hashtag” respectively, we can generalise the representations
of tweets for the trained CNN and SVM classifiers. Moreover,
when using Repl, the performances of the classifiers are more
balanced in terms of precision and recall between the two
tasks.

When the results are compared between ELECT and
ELECT+Wiki within the same variant of datasets, we observe
that the two translation corpora have similar performances for
both CNN and SVM classifiers. In most cases, ELECT only
has a slightly better performance in the recall and F1 scores
when replacement Repl is used. Although the translation
corpus ELECT+Wiki covers additional translation pairs ex-
tracted from Wikipedia, the highlighted results show that in our
task a larger translation corpus does not always improve the
generalization of the CNN and SVM classifiers. Therefore, to
answer RQ2, we conclude that an election-specific translation
corpus is as effective as a larger translation corpus. Thus,
additional translation pairs that are extracted from Wikipedia
articles do not yield a translation matrix W that gives better
classification results on the target domain dataset.

From Table III, by comparing the highlighted results be-
tween the CNN and SVM classifiers, the CNN classifiers
have a more balanced performance for both tasks of V ⇒ P
and P ⇒ V. In particular, the SVM classifiers cannot achieve
comparable recall and F1 for the task V ⇒ P in contrast to
the task P ⇒ V. Therefore, in the next experiments where the
transferability is studied, we only use the CNN classifiers.

B. Transferability

To evaluate the transferability of the linear translation ap-
proach (denoted CNN+LT), we compare it to all of the base-
lines, including a classical transfer learning approach, namely
transfer component analysis (TCA). The obtained results are
shown in Table IV where the first column shows the tasks, and
the second column shows the classifiers we trained by using
different approaches. We report four metrics, namely precision,
recall, F1 score and balanced accuracy (denoted BAC) in the
last four columns. For the CNN classifiers trained using TCA,
we further study whether they can benefit from the generalised
dataset Repl. However, since Random, Majority, Upper
and CNN+NoLT do not adapt any transfer learning approach,
we do not apply Repl to them.



TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF LINEAR TRANSLATION AND BASELINES. THE BEST RESULT EXCLUDING THE UPPER BASELINES IN EACH SETTING IS

HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD. † INDICATES THE RESULT IS STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT COMPARED TO RANDOM, MAJORITY, CNN+NOLT AND CNN+TCA.

Task Classifier Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 Score (%) BAC (%)
Random 41.7 37.9 39.8 49.7

Venezuela Majority 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0
⇓ CNN+NoLT 74.3 1.7 3.4 50.6

Philippines CNN+TCA (NoRepl) 65.6 32.2 43.1 59.9
CNN+TCA (Repl) 57.3 11.9 19.7 52.8

(V ⇒ P) CNN+LT (NoRepl) 48.7 46.9 46.7 54.4
†CNN+LT (Repl) 50.3 58.6 54.1 58.2

CNN+Upper 80.2 71.9 75.8 79.4
Random 39.9 41.8 40.9 50.3

Philippines Majority 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0
⇓ CNN+NoLT 46.0 3.6 6.0 50.5

Venezuela CNN+TCA (NoRepl) 49.1 25.5 32.5 53.6
CNN+TCA (Repl) 34.1 19.2 23.7 47.9

(P ⇒ V) CNN+LT (NoRepl) 57.4 51.4 54.2 63.2
†CNN+LT (Repl) 55.9 60.8 58.2 64.7

CNN+Upper 79.8 69.6 74.4 79.1

As shown in Table IV, the CNN+LT classifier trained using
the linear translation indeed significantly outperforms all of
other baselines except the Upper baseline in terms of recall
and F1 measures. This result positively answers RQ3. We note
that the precision, recall and F1 of the Majority baselines
are zeros because the majority class in both election datasets is
the negative class (i.e. Not Election-related). In this case, none
of the “Election-related” instances are correctly classified by
the Majority baselines, which yields zero score in the three
metrics. CNN+NoLT is much worse than the random classi-
fier in both recall and F1 scores. In particular, CNN+NoLT
shows high precision but low recall, which is similar to the
Majority baseline that is in favour of predicting tweets in
another language as “Not Election-related”. In other words,
the CNN classifier of CNN+NoLT fails to identify “Election-
related” tweets, and therefore it cannot transfer knowledge
from one election in language A to another election in lan-
guage B without applying the linear translation.

However, TCA can benefit from the similarities between
word embeddings, and thus finds the transfer components of
different word embeddings in the kernel space. The results of
CNN+TCA indeed show that TCA helps the CNN classifiers
to improve the balanced accuracy, and thus yields better
transferability than CNN+NoLT. Nevertheless, TCA does not
benefit from the generalised dataset Repl that has been shown
earlier to be useful to the linear translation approach. In both
V ⇒ P and vice versa, CNN+TCA (Repl) is less effective
than CNN+TCA (NoRepl). This shows the difference be-
tween TCA and the linear translation in transferring the word
embedding features. TCA aims to capture the most k common
components among word embedding features, while the linear
translation learns a linear mapping to bridge two word embed-
dings. Therefore, by adding the generalised terms “mention”
and “hashtag” in the translation corpus, the generalised terms
in different word embeddings can be easily related by linear
translation. Therefore, the constructed vector representations
of tweets are similar to the target language when the linear
translation is used. However, such a setting does not help TCA

since it learns transfer components on the tweet-level vector
representations rather than using individual word vectors.

When we compare CNN+LT to the CNN+Upper that
achieved the highest attainable performance by training on
the target domain, we note that the upper baselines have
significantly better performance than CNN+LT, especially on
precision. However, CNN+LT has already achieved signifi-
cantly better performance compared to the other baselines
using McNemar’s test, particularly on recall, which shows
the potential of the linear translation approach in our task. In
summary, we show that, without using any training instances
from the target election dataset, linear translation is a simple
yet significantly effective way to transfer word embedding
features between different domains in election datasets.

C. Discussion

In Table V, we list some examples in our datasets to study
the difficulties and future directions in transfer learning for the
multi-language Twitter election classification task. We note the
difficulty of this task, due to various problems, for example: (1)
The content of the tweets (e.g. P1, P3 and V3) contain no clear
election-related words except some hashtags, Twitter handles
and names of politicians. Meanwhile, we note that the hashtags
and politicians’ names are salient indicators of election-related
tweets such as “#PHVoteRoxas”, “PPCRV” and “Tintori”; (2)
In the Venezuela dataset, many of the election-related tweets
involve reporting violent events such as V2. This contrasts with
the Philippines dataset, where many tweets were reporting vio-
lent events about non-election-related military conflicts such as
P2. To address both problems, a better approach is required to
more comprehensively identify hashtags and Twitter handles
relevant to elections. Therefore, such indicators can then be
re-used to improve the transferability and both the precision
and recall scores. For instance, it may be possible to better
generalise election-related terms such as the politicians’ names
and party names. Accordingly, “election-related” and “not
election-related” tweets can be better distinguished through
the presence of such election-related terms.



TABLE V
EXAMPLES OF WRONG PREDICTIONS USING LINEAR TRANSLATION. “+” (“−”) DENOTES ELECTION-RELATED (NOT ELECTION-RELATED).

Philippines Election
No. Label Prediction Text

P1 + − #PHVoteRoxas: “Anyone who laughs at the ultimate assault
on the dignity of women should not be allowed to wield power.”

P2 − +
3 Philippine soldiers killed, 2 injured in clash with
communist guerrillas Saturday on central island...

P3 + − PPCRV applies cold water to burned area #LeniIsMyVP
Venezuela Election

No. Label Prediction Text
V1 − + translated: #Somos112 Venezuela does not want more violence

V2 + − translated: Armed groups attacked in Guarico VP activists
as they waited Tintori

V3 + − translated: Only #22Dias for change, for the birth of the
new Venezuela #6Dic

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we adapt the linear translation approach to a
multi-language classification task on Twitter election datasets.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of lin-
ear translation for multi-language classification. By learning a
translation matrix W using a translation corpus, we bridge the
feature gap between the Venezuela (in Spanish) and the Philip-
pines (in English) election datasets. In particular, applying text
preprocessing (i.e. replacing the Twitter handles and hashtags
with the words “mention” and “hashtag”) leads to more
generalisable classifiers (i.e. CNN and SVM) across our two
datasets. We also note that a smaller election-specific transla-
tion corpus has a similar effectiveness as a much larger trans-
lation corpus. Finally, compared to other baseline approaches
including the transfer component analysis (TCA), our results
show that without using any training data from the target lan-
guage, the linear translation approach has better transferability.
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